Wash two loads at once

LG is shaking up laundry with its innovative TWINWash™ system. The LG Ultra Large Smart Wi-Fi Enabled Front Load Washer & SideKick Pedestal Washer pairs with the LG Ultra Large Capacity Smart Wi-Fi Enabled Electric Dryer to help your family clean, steam and sanitize clothes, duvets, stuffies, and even your hand-wash delicates—in two separate loads at the same time! Plus, the machines connect to the LG SmartThinQ app so you can get a jump on that laundry pile anytime, anywhere.

Download the LG SmartThinQ app to track all your Wi-Fi enable LG appliances with minimum-effort.

The LG Ultra Large Smart Wi-Fi Enable Front Load Washer uses up to 6 wash motions to provide a smart cleaning experience.

The LG SideKick™ Pedestal Washer is designed to simultaneously wash small custom-care laundry loads separately.

From tackling delicates to caked-on stains, it has a setting for your every laundry need.”

Simone, mom of one

For high-tech drying, this machine has it all.”

Dory, mom of three

Editors are parents took the LG TWINWash™ laundry system for a spin, assessing its ability to tackle big loads of laundry, clean ground-in stains, gently handle delicates and more. It really impressed, which is why it earned the Today’s Parent Approved seal. Check out the full review at todaysparent.com/lg-twinwash

HOW THIS PRODUCT IS RATED

The capacity of the front-load washer is impressive, and the SideKick™ eliminates the work of hand-washing.

4 out of 4 testers agreed that the washer is very effective at cleaning their family’s laundry.